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and Enrol'cement of l~oreign Arbitral A\'l3l'uS

1. The SecretarY-General tl'ansmits hercHith further comments received from

the Government of the Ncthcrlunus on the draft Convention on the l'cconnition and

enforcement of foreiWl arbitral awards,!! Comments previously received have been

circulated in docwncntG E/2822 and addenda 1 to 6, and E/CONF.2G/,.

1,

I
Official Recordo of the Economic and Social Council,
Annexc~} a~cnda item 14, doctunent E/2704 and Corr.l

58-08226

Nineteenth Session,
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Netherlands

1. In its initial comments on the draft-convention on the recognition and

enforcement of foreign arbitral awards (document E/2822/Add.4) the Netherlands

Government confined itself to ascertaining whether the draft contained anything it

could not accept. The Government was of the opinion that it would be premature at

that time to furnish detailed comments on the draft. Since then ECOSOC has qecided

to call a conference of plenipotentiaries with the object of preparing a new

convention on this Bubject. The Netherlands Government considers that the time

has now come to present fUrther detailed comments on the draft-convention which

will serve as the basis for the work of the conference.

2. Under the terms of article I, section 1, the convention will apply to the

recognition and enforcement of arbitral awards made in the territory of a state

other than the State where the recognition and enforcement are sought. The

Netherlands Government can accept this system. It cannot agree, however, to the

proposals which aim at also including within the sphere of operation of the

convention the recognition and enforcement of certain arbitral awards in the

country where these awards have been made. In the Governmentfs opinion the

recognition and enforoement of arbitral awards in the country where these awards

have been made should remain subject to the laws of that country. For this reason

it considers it right that the title of the draft-convention refers to the

recognition Bnd enforcement of llforeign arbitral awards ll •

3. The Netherlands Government deems it desirable that the first sentence of

article I, section 2, should be included in the convention. Although it is in t
the interest of international trade that the convention should find the widest t.•
possible application, it will be difficult for many a State to accept an obligation '

to recognize and enforce arb1tral awards made in a country which has not accepted

B similar obligation in respect of arbitral awards made in the state concerned.

The liberty to make the reservation set out in article I, section 2, should

therefore, in the view of the Netherlands Government, be maintained.

The reservation mentioned in the second sentence of article I, sentence 2,

has no relevance for the Netherlands as Netherlands law does not distinguish

between commercial and non~commercial contracts.
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4. In tl1e conception of the Uetherlands Goverr.ment the convention should not

e::cluoe the passioility of testin,3 the validity, \IJ.,der the applicable la,"1, of

a special agl~eement or a~bitral clause underlying an arbitral awa~d. On this

point the UrDft-convention is not clear. On the one hand, it is declared necessary

in 6l'ticle III sub (0) that tile 8\Jard should be bused Uil an "agreeMent in wr1tinz" .

From this it mey be deduced that the question \1i1ether there l'eally Has an "agreement"

in the ler.;e.l sense should be decided accordill::; to ·~he applicable laH. The

Commi'Ctee IS COTlll'1ents 011 this provision, hOl':ever J are rather vague, ",hereas in

the initial draft of the InterDational Chamber of Corr~erce the opposite view

uas eXl)licitly waintaiaed.. On the other hano., it may be inferred from the Hording

of the introductory part of article IV that the validity of the 8rbitral clause or

agreement lmder the applicable Im, can only be tested 1.1 the cases enumerated in

that article, more ~rticulQrly in the cases mentioned sub (g). The Netherlands

Goveriuuent considers it i~ortant that it be laid down, either in the convention

itself or in the explanatory memorandum accompanying it, that the convention is not

to be construed as if it excluded tae possibility of testing the validity of a

special agreement or arbitral clause under the applicable law.

5. In respect of the formal requirements to be met by the special agreement or

arb1tral clause, the Netherlands Government holds that the :provision of'

article III sub (a) is satisfactory. Under Netherlands law no formal requirements

other than that of an "agreement in \-lritingll are necessary.

6. In article III sub (b) it is stipulated that the auard should have become

"fill.:)1 and operative l1 in the COlll1try ,'/here it ~·la6 made. The Netherlands Government

is not certain of the e:~act content of this concept. Is the ,l'Ord "final ll intended

to indicate that there are no ordinary legal means available against the award, and

does the term Iloperative" apply to the possibility of enforcing the award? Only

if such are the meanings of these words can the 1~tent of the further stipulation

"that its eni'orcemei1t has not been suspended" be understood. That stipulation then

l'efel's to the case uhere , although an arbitj:al auard must be considered 1I0perative"

in the sense here indicated, it can nevel~heless not be enforced abroad on account

of e s~spension of its ei1forcement uhich has subsequently occurred in the country

uhere the avard wes made, e.g. through an injunction to stay execution obtained

on sUl""nary applicatio11, or as the result of an action for nullity. If this is

the sense of the prOVision, the Netherlands Government considers the provision
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necessary but \1ould like to see it clarified, either in the convention or in the

explanatory memorandum.

7. Under the terms of article V sub (b) the party seeking recognition or

enforcement of an erbitral award must prove that the conditions laid down, in

article III ~ (b) have been fulfilled. Under such a rule the party relying on

an erbitral award would be charged with the onus of proof of mostly negative facts.

A more equitable distribution of the onus of proof would be achieved if the party

contesting the recognition or the enforcement of an award were to be charged with

proving that in the country where the sward was made facts bave occurred which

stand in the way of the recognition or the enforcement. There would then be no

reason for demanding that the party relying on the award should posit that the

conditions in question have indeed been fulfilled. The Netherlands Government

therefore would consider it preferable to transfer the provision of

suggestion the

determine ex officio

enforcement mentioned

the introductory part

article III sub (b) to article IV sub (e). In making this

Government bears in mind that, in virtue of the wording of

~ of article IV, the competent authority is also entitled to

t the existence of the grounds for refusal of recognition or

in that article.

On the basis of these considerations, and in connexion with the proposals for

amendment to be made in paragraph 11 of these comments, the Netherlands Government

suggests that article IV ~ (e) should be read as follows: ll either the award is

not final or has not become operative, or if it has been annulled or its execution

suspended in the country in which it was made ll
•

It may be remarked in passing that the Netherlands Government sees no

reason why the draft-convention refers in article IV sub (e) to lithe award the

recognition or enforcement of which is sought". These words seem superfluous and

have rightly been omitted from the text of the other sub-sections of article IV.

8. The Netherlands Government objects to the provision of article IV sub (f).

It is to be feared that parties wishing to eschew the consequences of arbitral

awards may use this provision as a pretext for delaying tactics, and that the

competent authority may find in it an encouragement to refrain from applying the

rules of the convention. Moreover, even ~thout such a provision, the competent

authority will refuse to grant eni'orcement of an award which, in its opinion, Il is

so vague and ind~finite as to be incapable of recognition or enforcement"; it

cannot be assumed that the competent authority will feel compelled by the

/ ...
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convention to co-operate in something which it regards as impossible. For these

reasons the Netherlands Government proposes to strike out the said provision.

9· Under toe terms of article IV sub (g) the competent authority in the country

where recognition or enforcement is sought should determine whether the Bgree~ent

of the parties concerning the composition of the arbitral authority and the arbitral

procedure was lawful in the country where the arbitration took place. The

Netherlands Government considers this provision to be correct. In particular: the

Government cannot agree to the conception that the determination referred to

should be left to the competent aut~ority 1n the country where the award was made.

In that case) in order to prevent the enforcement of aD arbitral award) the party

concerned would be compelled) first to institute an Bction for annulment of the

award in the country where the award was made) and subsequently to invoke the

suspending force of that actioD in the country where enforcement was sought. Such

a double procedure would be complicated and costly. In the view of the Netherlands

Government the interests of the parties are best served by the procedure envisaged

in the draft-convention) according to which the competent authority before which

an Bction for recognition Bnd enfofcement is brought determines the validity of

the arbitral clause or agreement.

10. If the proposal made in paragraph 7} to transfer the provision of

article III sub (b) to article IV sub (e) sho~ld be accepted) that would mean

rr.ore than just an alteration in the distribution of the onus of proof. In that

case a legel presumption would be created) to wit that an arbitral award shall be

regarded as lIaoal and operative ll until the contrary has been proven. The force

of this presumption) however) is mitigated by the fact that, as is to be seen

from the text of the introductory pert of article IV and from points 51/53 of

the Committee 1 s comments) the competent authority is entitled to determine

ex officio whether one of the grounds for refusal of recognition and enrorcement

mentioned in article IV exists.

The Netherlands Government wonders whether the text of the convention ought

not to be clarified in this respect. In the Government's opinion the.draft does

not distinguish sufficiently bet\'1eeu) on the one hand, the legal facts on "1hich

the recognitiou and enforcement or the refusal of the recognition and enforcement

should be based) and} on the other hand) the manner in which the existence of

these facts should be proved. This has resulted not only in the difficulty
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already indicated} that} under the terms of article III ~ (b) and

article V sub (b), the party relying on the arb1tral award has been charged

\lith the onus of proo~ of neSAtive facts, but also in the introduction, by the

....ords Ilis satisfied" 1n article IV, of a rule of eVidence which, 1n the system

of the draft, ls out of place in that context, and furthermore in the transformation,

by tohe insertion in article V sub (b) of the words lldocumentary or other evidence

to prove"} of a rule which need not contain more than a practical provision into

a formal rule of evidence.

These remarks are not intended as a criticism of the manner in Which the

distribution of the onus of proof has been regulated in the draft-convention,

but only as an indication that in the draft-convention the rules of substantive

law and the rules of evidence have not been sufficiently separated.

11. On the basis of what has been said in the preceding paragraph the Netherlands

Government proposes:

firstlY, that article IV should be read 85 follows:

"Without prejudice to the proVision of Article Ill, recognition
and enforcement of the award may only be refused if

(a) the subject matter of the award •.. " etc.

(b}/(h) the word Ilthat'l at the beginning of each sub-section and

~here appropriate in the rest of the sentences should be struck out.

For the text of article IV sub (e) see poragraph 7.

secondly, that article V sub (b) should be read aB follows:

"(b) the valid \'rritten special agreement or arbitral clause on which
the sHsrd was based or a duly authenticated copy thereof l1

•

thirdly, to insert after article V a new article conceived as follows:

"The party see1d.ng recognitioD or enforcement of the award shall be
deemed to have proved prima facie the existence of the award and the
special agreement or arbitrel clause on which it ~a6 based by the
supply of the documents mentioned in Article V.

until proof of the contrary the award shall be deemed to be
final and operative.

The party contesting the recognition or the enforcement of the
award shall prove the facts or circumstances which gave rise to the
application of one or more of the paragraphs (8) - (h) of Article IV,
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unless the competent Buthority in the ~ountry where recognition or
enforcement is sought is satisfied, after ex officio investigation,
of the presence of such facts or circumstances. tr--

12. Even if the proposals made under paragraph 7 should r.ot be accepted, there

would, in the view of the Netherlands Government, be gl'Qunds for clarifyins the

convention in respect of the distinction between rules of substantive law and rules

of evidence. In that case too there Hould be grounds for insertion of an article

in the sense of the proposal made in the preceding paragraph, except for the

second clause contained in the proposed new article, and article V sub (b) should

then be amended in a manner ••'hieh Hould make it clear that that provision can no

longer be l'egarded as a formal rule of' evidence.

13. Under the terms of article VI of the dra:ft the new convention will not

affect the ve.lidity of other international agreements entered into by the

contracting states. Consequently, the existing Geneva conventior. "1111 also

remain in force between states becoming parties to the new convention. The result

vlill be that a claimant \,rho wishes to proceed to enforcement can base his right

to obtain an exequatur cumulatively on the Geneva convention as well as on the

new convention. The contestant will only be able to avert enforcement if he

succeeds in preventing enf'orcement in virtue of both conventions by exceptions

based on either of the two conventions separately.

Although the situation which will have thus been created may be somewhat

complex, the Netherlands Government nevertheless does not consider it unfair;

it should be remembered that one of the principal motives for the renewed study

of this subject-matter was the desire to grant to the party relying on an arbitral

award more ample possibilities in respect of recognition and enforcement than

were laid down in the Geneva convention. For this reason the Netherlands

Government can agree to the parallel existence of the two conventions.

March 1958.




